FY 2018 Omnibus

$47.7B

HOMELAND SECURITY

In discretionary funding for the Department of Homeland Security, $5.3B
above the FY17 level to fund critical border security and disaster relief

SECURING OUR BORDERS AND ENFORCING OUR LAWS

Greatly strengthens our borders by providing $14B for Customs and Border Protection, $1.8B above FY17
Provides for more than 90 miles of border wall system, going beyond the Administration's request
for 74 miles in fiscal year 2018 by including $1.571B for physical barrier assets and infrastructure,
and funding for associated technology and personnel
$655.6M for border and port technology: communications, surveillance systems, opioid detection,
and the National Targeting Center
$138.7M to hire and retain critical personnel
$230M for air and marine assets and $98.1M for vehicles, boats, and weapons
Bolsters Immigration and Customs Enforcement law enforcement efforts by providing $7.1B, $641M
above FY17, including:
$3.1B for 40,520 detention beds (1,196 more than FY17)
$319M for the Criminal Alien Program, including adding 31 new communities to the 287(g) program
$159M to support the identification, location, and arrest of removable aliens in the U.S., including
129 Fugitive Operations teams
$184.4M for Alternatives to Detention to monitor 79,000 average daily participants
$16M to hire 65 additional law enforcement officers and 70 leaders and associated support staff
$2.2B – $79.6M above the request – for domestic and international investigations programs
Bolsters the Coast Guard by providing $12.1B, $1.7B above FY17, targeting resources to improve readiness
Includes a 2.4% military pay raise
Provides $2.7B for modernization and recapitalization of vessels, aircraft, and facilities, including
the Polar Icebreaking Vessel program and the acquisition of two National Security Cutters

SUPPORTING CRITICAL NATIONAL SECURITY EFFORTS

Combats dangerous and more frequent cyber-attacks by providing $1.9B for the National Protection and
Programs Directorate. This funding will enhance critical infrastructure, including election-related
systems, prevent hacking and foreign espionage, and modernize emergency communications
Provides $7.9B for the Transportation Safety Administration, $114.6M above FY17, including $64M above
the request to accelerate progress on more effective and capable screening equipment
Provides nearly $2B for the Secret Service, a reduction of $53M due to the completion of the 2016 campaign,
but supporting critical, core security functions

RESPONDING TO NATURAL AND MANMADE DISASTERS

Ensures our government is able to respond to disasters by including $7.9B for FEMA's Disaster Relief Fund
Boosts emergency response preparedness by including $3B for critical FEMA grant programs, including:
$507M for the State Homeland Security Grant program, including $10M for nonprofit grants and $85M
for Operation Stonegarden
$630M for the Urban Area Security Initiative, including $50M for the Nonprofit Security Grant Program
$700M for firefighter assistance grants
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
$262.6M for flood mapping

